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brentwood house, essex
Full length glazing on first floor while retaining privacy!
 
Located in an area of good size plots with 250-500m2 housing stock our clients sought not size
but quality. In depth briefing analysis and the client clear intent to work together to design a new
style of house which would be enjoyable, unique and worthy life time living was central to their
requirements. The building would be set back into the plot allowing for glazing all round on the
‘public’ ground floor. The first floor requirements were for full height glass to bring in light but to
maintain privacy whilst creating a striking form. Our solution was a first floor metal ‘mesh’ which
extends up to become a balustrade to the master suite on the 2nd floor. Simple, elegant and
timeless design.

Click for full project description

St Albans Extension
 
St Albans Extension finished just in time for Christmas!
We hope to schedule a photographer in the new year to take
professional photos of this wrap around extension, so keep an eye on
our website if you're as excited to see them as us!

Limassol apartment, Cyprus

Located along the sea front of Limassol are two newly constructed
apartment blocks providing private residential accommodation and luxury
leisure facilities with direct access to the beach.

Nicolas Tye Architects have been appointed to design and oversee the fit-
out of a high quality apartment taking up the entire fifteenth floor which
provides the penthouse with magnificent views across the Mediterranean
Sea to the South and Mountains to the North.

Click for full project description

Hadley Wood House, North London
 
The proposal, for our site in Hadley Wood, consists of a contemporary
single storey dwelling, sunken partially below ground to reduce its visual
impact on the surroundings. It is accessible from the existing driveway via
a ramp leading to the lower level, where a new turning/parking area
including a grass covered garage is proposed. The building is closed
visually to the South and opens towards the North.

Click for full project description 

At Nicolas Tye Architects we like
to get in the festive mood and
every year we do Secret Santa.
It never fails to cause a lot of
laughter!

We had a brilliant Christmas
meal out at The Plough (Which
had the best turkey!) The whole
team thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.

Foxons farm is completed
however there is still some
landscaping to be finished. We
should be able to get a
professional photo shoot
conducted in Spring 2015.

 Want to know more about what we can do for you?
 

t: 01525 406677   e: info@nicolastyearchitects.co.uk  w: www.nicolastyearchitects.co.uk
 

Nicolas Tye Architects is a RIBA Chartered Practice based in central England working on projects all over the
United Kingdom and Internationally. We are a design focused world class multiple award winning studio

and pride ourselves with the highest quality of service to our clients.
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